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ABSTRACT: The expression of a recombinant gene in a host
organism through induction can be an extensively manual and
labor-intensive procedure. Several methods have been developed
to simplify the protocol, but none has fully replaced the traditional
IPTG-based induction. To simplify this process, we describe the
development of an autoinduction platform based on digital
microﬂuidics. This system consists of a 600 nm LED and a light
sensor to enable the real-time monitoring of the optical density
(OD) samples coordinated with the semicontinuous mixing of a
bacterial culture. A hand-held device was designed as a
microbioreactor to culture cells and to measure the OD of the
bacterial culture. In addition, it serves as a platform for the analysis of regulated protein expression in E. coli without the
requirement of standardized well-plates or pipetting-based platforms. Here, we report for the ﬁrst time, a system that oﬀers great
convenience without the user to physically monitor the culture or to manually add inducer at speciﬁc times. We characterized our
system by looking at several parameters (electrode designs, gap height, and growth rates) required for an autoinducible system.
As a ﬁrst step, we carried out an automated induction optimization assay using a RFP reporter gene to identify conditions
suitable for our system. Next, we used our system to identify active thermophilic β-glucosidase enzymes that may be suitable
candidates for biomass hydrolysis. Overall, we believe that this platform may be useful for synthetic biology applications that
require regulating and analyzing expression of heterologous genes for strain optimization.
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expression system, are often used to control the expression of
recombinant genes in E. coli. This system consists of a T7
promoter controlled by the lac operator that allows gene
expression in the presence of an inducer15,16 (e.g., IPTG17,18).
Using induction for the purpose of strain optimization usually
involves growing a culture of cells with the desired exogenous
constructs to an optimal optical density (OD), followed by the
addition of an inducer. The cells are harvested after growth in
the presence of the inducer and tested for the desired output,
usually the expression of a protein of choice. In addition to the
high costs of inducers, this is a manual and labor-intensive
process, requiring frequent optimization of expression conditions, such as inducer concentrations and growth conditions,
to achieve optimal levels of protein expression. Hence, the need
for a more simpliﬁed and automated protocol would (1)
eliminate the need to constantly monitor cell growth, (2)
actively induce expression of the target gene at the appropriate
time to obtain a desired level of expression, and (3) allow faster
screening of parameters aﬀecting recombinant protein expression to rapidly inform iterative strain optimization eﬀorts.

sing synthetic biology, several key biological functions can
be engineered in living cells to yield valuable products
such as therapeutic agents for diseases,1−3 or biochemicals for
green energy.4,5 It follows a typical iterative engineering
workﬂow of design−build−test−learn (DBTL) to simultaneously study a biological system while creating these useful
technologies through rational design and assembly of DNA
from varied sources. While the ﬁeld of synthetic biology has
advanced rapidly in recent years, certain technical challenges
still exist like the development of strains due to diﬃculties in
anticipating the combined eﬀect of various DNA parts (i.e.,
expression constructs) and assay conditions.6,7 The engineering
of viable strains relies on the characterization of genetic parts to
attain optimal protein expression and productivity. As a result,
numerous research groups have devoted much time into
characterizing DNA parts by screening for their ability to confer
improved phenotype. For example, many libraries of promoters
(designed via mutagenesis) have been tested to regulate
transcription rates and to improve overall protein expression.8−11 Additionally, several inducible promoters have been
designed in E. coli and in other types of bacteria that enable
independent control over the expression of downstream
genes.12−14 Also, commercially available systems, like the pET
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expression without the need of an inducer). Below, we describe
a proof-of-principle implementation of an automated workﬂow
to test a variety of induction conditions to determine the levels
of protein expression of a red-ﬂuorescent protein (RFP) gene.
We also demonstrate the utility and versatility of the AIMS by
testing the activity of key β-glucosidase (BGL) genes from
Thermomicrobium roseum, Thermobaculum terrenum, and
Rhodothermus marinus38 that may be useful in biomass
hydrolysis for biofuel production.

A common practice to automate the expression of genes is to
use an auto- or self-inducing system.19−24 Autoinducible
systems allow the culture to increase in density before
induction of recombinant proteins since these systems are
regulated by endogenous or induced metabolic changes during
the growth. As opposed to IPTG-based manual induction
methods, the autoinducing systems do not require monitoring
of culture density and reduce the chances of contamination.
Although improving upon the induction protocol, the autoinduction protocol removes the capability of controli.e., not
knowing the cell density and the relative amounts of nutrient
sources to induce protein expression. The inability to control
these factors using autoinduction often leads to higher levels of
target protein per volume of culture than standard approaches,
which could cause a high metabolic burden and inhibit cell
metabolism and growth and therefore critical to the outcome of
protein expression.25 Furthermore, the autoinducing system
does not optimize or provide analysis of protein expression.
Therefore, a technology that allows the ﬂexibility of time and
quantity of induction while simultaneously providing automation to monitor cell density and screening/analysis of diﬀerent
parameters that aﬀect recombinant protein expression, may be
a suitable alternative for controlling and improving protein
yields.
Recently, a technology called microﬂuidics has been
developed to miniaturize chemical and biological processes
onto hand-held devices. Microﬂuidics have numerous advantages: reduction in volumes (1000× compared to bench
techniques), high-throughput processing, and potential to
automate ﬂuidic processes. It has been applied to a host of
applications such as cell-based monitoring, point-of-care
diagnostics, and synthetic biology.26−30 Traditionally, these
devices have streams of μL-ﬂuid ﬂowing inside a micron-sized
channel. An alternative to microchannels is digital microﬂuidics
(DMF),31−33 that uses an array of electrodes fabricated on a
chip such that nL (or pL-range) volume droplets can be
manipulated on the device. The versatility of DMF enables
control over the dropletsdispensing, splitting, merging, and
moving droplet operationsand therefore is a natural ﬁt for
automating ﬂuid handling operations related to synthetic
biology since it has the capability of integrating and automating
the DBTL cycle into a coherent whole.34−36
Here, we have designed the ﬁrst automated induction
microﬂuidics system (AIMS) for synthetic biology to provide
a platform that will optimize and analyze parameters aﬀecting
expression of proteins. Our system encompasses three
components: (1) a DMF platform to culture and to induce
biological cells and to analyze protein expression, (2) an
automation system to drive droplet movement on the DMF
device, and (3) an absorbance reader to monitor the optical
density (OD) of the cells. This new technique is automated
such that cell culture, OD monitoring and measurement,
induction, and testing protein expression are all conducted on
chip without manual intervention. This system also presents
additional advantages for gene expression protocols as it
minimizes chances for cross-contamination, presents greater
control over experimental conditions, allows additional cultures
to be induced simultaneously, and reduces signiﬁcant costs for
inducers (like IPTG) by minimizing the volumes required for
induction. Although AIMS is built for IPTG-based induction to
facilitate OD monitoring, it can be used with other inducible
systems37 or autoinducible expression system22 (e.g., automating all ﬂuidic operations to control conditions for protein

■

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents and Materials. All general-use reagents were
purchased from Sigma, unless speciﬁed otherwise. E. coli DH5α
and BL21(DE3) strains and original pET16b vectors were
generously donated from Dr. Vincent Martin. Strain and
plasmids used for this study are shown in Table S1 (Genbank
sequence ﬁles provided in Supporting Information; plasmids
also made available from Addgene and ACS Synthetic Biology
registry). Miniprep kits (cat no. BS413) and gel extraction kits
(cat no. BS354) were purchased from BioBasic (Amherst, NY).
β-glucosidase substrate 4-methylumbelliferyl β-D-glucopyranoside (MUG) was purchased from Carbosynth (cat no.
EM05983, San Diego, CA).
Microﬂuidics device fabrication reagents and supplies
included chromium coated with S1811 photoresist on glass
slides from Telic (Valencia, CA), indium tin oxide (ITO)coated glass slides, RS = 15−25 Ω (cat no. CG-61IN-S207,
Delta Technologies, Loveland CO), FluoroPel PFC1601 V
from Cytonix LLC (Beltsville, MD), MF-321 positive photoresist developer from Rohm and Haas (Marlborough, MA),
CR-4 chromium etchant from OM Group (Cleveland, OH),
and AZ-300T photoresist stripper from AZ Electronic Materials
(Somerville, NJ). Transparency masks for device fabrication
were printed from CADArt (Bandon, OR) and polylactic acid
(PLA) material for 3D printing were purchased from 3Dshop
(Mississauga, ON, Canada).
Plasmid Preparation and Transformation. The gene
sequence for the reporter red ﬂuorescence protein (RFP) was
obtained from the iGEM registry (BBa_E1010) and the βglucosidase genes (BGL) from Thermomicrobium roseum
(BGL1, GenBank accession number YP_002522957.1),
Thermobaculum terrenum (BGL2, GenBank accession number
WP_041425608.1), and Rhodothermus marinus DSM4252
(BGL3, GenBank accession number WP_012844561.1).
BGL1 was synthesized by IDT (Coralville, IA) as a linear
DNA fragment, and BGL2 and BGL3 were synthesized by
Gen9 (now Ginkgo Bioworks). These genes were used for
ampliﬁcation by PCR (see Table S2 for primer sequences).
Individual PCR reactions consisted of 10 μL 5X Phusion buﬀer,
1 μL dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), 20 ng template DNA,
individual dNTPs and primers to a ﬁnal concentration of 200
μM and 0.5 μM each, 0.5 μL Phusion polymerase and distilled
water up to 50 μL. The following PCR thermocycling
conditions were used: initial denaturation at 98 °C for 30 s
followed by 35 cycles of denaturation at 98 °C for 10 s,
annealing at 55 °C for 30 s and extension at 72 °C for 30 s/kb,
and a ﬁnal extension step at 72 °C for 10 min. PCR products
were loaded into a 0.8% agarose gel in TAE buﬀer and resolved
at 130 V for 30 min. The corresponding bands from a gel
(Figure S2) were extracted using a gel extraction kit. The
recovered DNA was digested using XbaI and BamHI restriction
enzymes (Thermo, Waltham, MA) for 4 h at 37 °C and ligated
into a pET16b expression vector that contains a T7 promoter
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Figure 1. Automated Induction Microﬂuidics System (AIMS). (A) The schematic illustrates the relationships between the function generator and
ampliﬁer, the control board bearing the solid state switches for high voltage, the Arduino Uno, the pogo pin board and the DMF device. Low voltage
signals (5 V DC) are delivered to the Arduino to activate the switches on the control board to deliver high voltage (∼100 VRMS) to the DMF device
via pogo pins. To automate cell culture, induction, and analysis of protein expression, user programs a droplet movement sequence by clicking on the
graphical user interface to initiate droplet movement. (B) Schematic of the device. A cell culture area bearing four square electrodes (4.5 × 4.5 mm
each) are used to semicontinuously mix the mother culture droplet. To monitor OD, the mother droplet is extended to the absorbance reading
electrode (bottom, expanded view). If the OD reading surpasses the threshold, a droplet of IPTG is dispensed and mixed with a daughter droplet.
Next, this will start one of two programs: concentration or time-course which will initiate droplet movement sequences and start incubation in the
assay regions.

and lacI coding sequence using T4 ligase (Thermo, Waltham,
MA) for 1 h at room temperature (see Figure S3 for plasmid
map). For transformation, 100 μL of thawed competent cells
were mixed with 100 ng of the ligation product and placed on
ice. This mixture was heat-shocked at 42 °C for 45 s after which
cells were placed on ice for 1 min for recovery. 900 μL of LB
media were added to each transformation mixture and the cells
were incubated at 37 °C for 1 h. 200 μL of the ﬁnal mixture
were plated onto selective LB agar plates containing 100 μg/
mL ampicillin (Amp) and incubated at 37 °C overnight. Single
colonies were picked the following day and inoculated into 5
mL of LB Amp overnight. Plasmids containing RFP and BGL
genes were extracted from E. coli using a miniprep kit and were
digested with XbaI and BamHI and veriﬁed on a gel to ensure
proper insertion of the genes.
Conventional Benchtop Culture, Induction, and
Expression. Chemically competent E. coli BL21(DE3) cells
were transformed with the expression vector containing the
cloned genes for induction. Cultures from single colonies were
grown in 5 mL of LB media containing 100 μg/mL Amp
shaking at 200 rpm with constant 37 °C temperature overnight.

These were diluted to a starter culture of OD 0.1 and grown
under the same conditions until they reached an OD of 0.4. An
optical density (with replicates) at 600 nm was measured
periodically in microcentrifuge tubes on a Varian Cary 50 Bio
UV−vis spectrophotometer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara,
CA). To initiate gene expression, the cultures were induced by
adding 1 mM IPTG at OD 0.4 and were incubated under the
same conditions for 4 h. Induced cultures were then collected
in conical centrifuge tubes and stored at −20 °C for later use.
To obtain a macroscale growth curve, a 150 mL culture was
started by diluting an overnight culture carrying an empty
pET16b vector to OD 0.1 in selective media. The macroscale
culture was incubated at 37 °C with 200 rpm shaking. The ﬂask
was taken out every 30 min to measure the optical density of
triplicate 1 mL samples. OD was measured at 600 nm on the
Varian Cary 50 spectrophotometer. The experiment was carried
out until OD reached a plateau, and a growth curve for the
macroscale culture was plotted. Since we are culturing cells in
Pluronics F-68 on microﬂuidics, we tested the eﬀects of
Pluronics F-68 on bacteria growth and discovered no
detrimental eﬀects on their growth (Figure S4).
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Figure 2. Sequence of droplet operation using AIMS. Images from a movie of the device in action. In (1) the mother drop was mixed by the AIMS
interchanging vertical and horizontal directions. The mother drop was extended and actuated to the absorbance window to measure the OD of the
culture. (2) A droplet of IPTG is dispensed and mixed with the mother culture droplet. Five daughter droplets are then dispensed and incubated in
the ﬁve assay areas. (3) The BGL assay consisted of the successive mixing of the induced culture with a lysis solution, incubation with the MUG
substrate, followed by the addition of a stop solution. See Video S1 (Supporting Information) showing the droplet movement steps for a single-point
induction assay.

pyrex dish for 15 min. Devices were primed for dielectric
coating with Parylene-C (7.2 μm) in a SCS Labcoter 2 PDS
2010 (Specialty Coating Systems, Indianapolis, IN), and coated
with Fluoropel PFC1601 V (Cytonix, Beltsville, MD) in a
Laurell spin coater (North Wales, PA) set to 1500 rpm for 30 s
with 500 rpm/s acceleration followed by 10 min baking at 180
°C.
Automated Induction Microﬂuidics System (AIMS). As
depicted in Figure 1A, the AIMS was combined with other
electrical hardware components with in-house software to
automate cell culture, induction, and analysis. The AIMS was
comprised of a 3D printed top cover with a 600 nm LED
(Digikey, Cat no. 1497−1021-ND, Winnipeg, MB) and a
bottom holder (see Figure S1 for design and SI for top and
bottom holder fabrication) containing a luminosity sensor
(TSL2561, Adafruit, New York, NY). To measure optical
density, devices are placed in a slot in the bottom holder that is
approximately 8 mm below the LED and 4 mm above the lux
sensor. Alignment marks were designed on the device and on
the bottom holder to align the absorbance window on the
device with the lux sensor to minimize ﬂuctuations in the lux
measurements. The lux sensor was programmed (code is made
available on GitHub, www.github.com/shihmicrolab/AIMS)
and managed using an Arduino Uno controller connected to
the graphical user interface to display the measured luminosity
values.
Droplet motion on our devices was managed using an
automated control system (hardware and software available on
GitHub; Table S3 for BOM list).40 It consists of a custom
MATLAB (Natlick, MA) program interfaced to an Arduino
Uno that controls the states of a network of high-voltage relays
(AQW216 Panasonic, Digikey, Winnipeg, MB). The control
board is connected to a function generator (33201A Agilent,

For inducer concentration optimization macroscale experiments, starter cultures transformed with a RFP plasmid were
prepared at OD 0.1 from overnight inoculations. The cultures
were grown at 37 °C with shaking and were induced upon
reaching OD 0.4. 45 mL of the culture was induced at 200 μM
and diluted with fresh media to generate the following IPTG
concentrations: 200, 133.3, 88.9, 59.3, 40, 26.7, 17.8, and 11.9
μM. These subcultures were prepared in triplicates along with a
noninduced control and were induced at 37 °C and shaken for
4 h. After induction, 200 μL of each culture were loaded onto a
96-well plate and ﬂuorescence at 612 nm was measured with
582 nm excitation on a TECAN Inﬁnite M200 plate reader
(Mannedorf, Switzerland) with the settings: gain of 75, 25
ﬂashes and 20 μs integration time. The ﬂuorescence intensity
with increasing IPTG concentration was plotted on a
logarithmic scale to generate a dose−response curve.
Microﬂuidic Device Fabrication. Devices were designed
using AutoCAD 2016 (Autodesk, San Rafael, CA) and
fabricated in the Concordia Silicon Microfabrication Lab
(ConSIM). The fabrication procedure followed a previous
protocol39 using high resolution 25,400 dpi transparency masks
printed by CAD/Art sevices. Brieﬂy, glass substrates precoated
with S1811 photoresist (Telic, Valencia, CA) were exposed to
UV for 8 s on a Quintel Q-4000 mask aligner (Neutronix
Quintel, Morgan Hill, CA) to imprint the transparency masks
design. These were developed in MF-321 for 2 min with
shaking and rinsing with DI water. Developed slides were then
baked at 115 °C for 1 min before etching in CR-4 chromium
etchant until the pattern was clearly visible. The remaining
photoresist was then removed in AZ-300T stripper for 2 min.
After rinsing with DI water and drying, a silane solution
comprising deionized water, 2-propanol and (trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (50:50:1) was added to the devices in a
936
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Figure 3. Comparison of the conventional and microﬂuidic induction protocol. The conventional protocol uses large volumes (∼mL) to start the
cell culture and frequently requires manual monitoring of the OD (μL volumes). Once the culture reaches the threshold OD, the user pipettes an
aliquot of an inducer (e.g., IPTG) into the culture and continues culturing until ready for a biological assay. Typically, the user requires another liquid
handling platform for the biological assay (e.g., well-plate). The AIMS protocol only requires initial pipetting steps (reagents, cells in media, inducer)
while all other induction and assay steps are automated. The “Inducer concentration” program was used to optimize IPTG concentrations, and the
“Expression optimization” program was used to screen diﬀerent enzymes (Single-point induction) and expression conditions of the highest active
enzyme (Multipoint induction). See Figure 2 for the droplet movement protocol using the AIMS.

absorbance window on the device using the luminosity sensor.
A blank (i.e., a droplet of LB media and no cells) value was
acquired before every sample reading to calculate the OD, using
the equation:

Allied Electronics, Ottawa, ON) and a high-voltage ampliﬁer
(PZD-700A, Trek Inc., Lockport, NY) that delivers 130−270
VRMS sinusoidal signals to the mated pogo-pin board.
Speciﬁcally, the inputs of the relays are connected to the
function generator/ampliﬁer combination and the outputs are
mated to the pogopin board. Controlling the logic of the
individual switches is done through an I2C communication
protocol using an I/O expander (Maxim 7300, Digikey,
Winnipeg, MB). In practice, the user inserts the device into
the OD reader, loads the reagents onto the device, and then
inputs a series of desired droplet movement steps such that
induction (and cell culture and analysis) will be performed
automatically by the AIMS. A list of components used to
manufacture a microﬂuidics control system is included in the
Supporting Information (Table S3).
Microﬂuidic Automated Culture, Induction, Expression. The above protocols for the conventional benchtop
experiments were adapted to the volumes used on the
microﬂuidic device and supplemented with 0.05% Pluronics
F-68. Pluronics additives are necessary as they prevent any
proteins or cell adsorption on the DMF device.41−43 Prior to
the experiment, the device (Figure 1B) was inserted between
the OD reader of the AIMS setup and the pogo pin interface. A
droplet containing media with cells was loaded onto the mother
culture area and the bottom plate was mated with an ITO top
plate for grounding to complete the device conﬁguration.
During the experiment, this setup was placed in an incubator to
maintain the system temperature at 37 °C, with an open water
container to provide humidity and to prevent droplet
evaporation on the device.
To generate a growth curve, the mother culture was
initialized by diluting an overnight culture with fresh media
containing 0.05% Pluronic F-68 to a low OD (∼0.1). 14 μL of
this culture were loaded onto the culturing area of the DMF
device and was semicontinuously mixed at a frequency of one
actuation every 45 s (with 700 ms of actuation time) to ensure
uniform cell density in the mother culture (Figure 2, Mixing).
Illuminance measurements (lux) were carried out from the

⎛I ⎞
A = log⎜ 0 ⎟/0.028
⎝I⎠

where A is the measured absorbance in OD, I0 is the blank light
intensity value, and I is the light intensity reading from the
sample. The OD value is divided by 0.028 to correct for the
path length of readings across the 280 μm of height gap.
During a period of cell growth, induction is then required to
initiate protein expression. The induction procedure starts with
actuating the mother droplet containing the bacteria to the
absorbance window to measure the OD (Figure 2, OD
reading). If the calculated OD is below our threshold OD of
0.4, the mother culture would go back to the mixing area and
continue mixing for 10 min until the next OD reading.
However, if the OD reaches the threshold, the control system
would trigger an induction program to start by dispensing a
droplet of IPTG to mix with the culture. This will initiate one
of two programs: inducer concentration or expression
optimization program.
In the inducer concentration optimization program, three
unit droplets of 1.42 μL containing transformed RFP-cells were
dispensed from the culture region and mixed with 0.3 μL of
3.24 mM IPTG. This droplet was actuated to an empty
reservoir and one daughter droplet was split from this reservoir
and actuated to the incubation region. Another unit droplet
from the mother culture was then mixed into the reservoir and
split again to generate 2:1 serial dilutions of IPTG. After each
split, the droplets were actuated to their respective assay spot.
To assess the impact of IPTG concentration on gene
expression, the RFP expression was evaluated after 4 h by
placing our device on top of a well-plate cover and then
inserted into in a CLARIOStar plate reader (BGM labtech,
Ortenberg, Germany) to measure ﬂuorescence emission at 612
nm with excitation at 582 nm using a well scanning program
937
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Figure 4. Characterization of the AIMS. (A) Schematic of the diﬀerent absorbance windows tested in this study. (B) Calibration curve of bacterial
cultures of diﬀerent OD were measured in a spectrophotometer. The same samples were veriﬁed with our AIMS system. (C) A curve showing the
limit of detection for a given interspacer height (between top and bottom plate). The limit of detection was calculated by measuring the OD using
the AIMS of a blank sample (i.e., media with no cells) and adding three times the standard deviation. (D) Representative growth curves of bacteria
on the benchtop or using the AIMS. Benchtop measurements were conducted using a well-plate reader and grown in ﬂasks while microscale
measurements were conducted on the AIMS. The arrow indicates the point of induction (OD = 0.4). For (B−D), error bars represent ±1 standard
deviation across triplicates.

■

with scan matrix = 30 × 30, scan width = 6 mm, a focal height =
7.2 mm, and with a gain = 2905.
In the expression optimization program, two assays (singlepoint and multipoint) were conducted to show the utility of our
system and to identify highly active BGL enzymes. In singlepoint induction, a 2 μL droplet of 11 mM IPTG was mixed
with a single culture droplet, which was then returned to the
culture mixing area to mix and induce the entire culture (Figure
2, Induction). Five induced daughter droplets were dispensed
and actuated to their respective incubation spots (Figure 2,
Incubation). After 4 h of induction, each of the droplets on the
spot was mixed with a 1.42 μL 1× lysis solution droplet to
break open the cells to analyze the BGL enzymes (Figure 2,
Lysis). After 10 min of lysis at room temperature, a 1.42 μL
droplet containing 150 mM sodium-citrate and 6 mM MUG
was added to each assay area and were incubated for diﬀerent
durations (0, 15, 30, 45, and 60 min). The reaction was stopped
by the addition of a 1.42 μL droplet of 0.4 M glycine−NaOH
(Figure 2, Stop and Read Fluorescence). To assess the BGL
activity, the device was placed on a well-plate cover and into a
well-plate reader to measure the ﬂuorescence intensity at 449
nm upon 368 nm excitation, with the same settings as in the
inducer concentration program except for a focal height of 4.0
mm and gain of 664. The ﬂuorescence intensity of each droplet
was taken for analysis.
In the multipoint induction assay, a culture of low OD
(∼0.1) was grown and induced with the same volume and
concentration as in the single-point program. Upon induction,
ﬁve subcultures were lysed and assayed after 0, 2, 3, 5, and 6 h
of induction (Figure 2, Multipoint induction assay). Lysis was
carried out for 10 min and each droplet was incubated with
MUG for 30 min before quenching and ﬂuorescence reading.
The same settings were used for ﬂuorescence measurement as
in the single-point induction assay.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characterization of the AIMS. A wide range of synthetic
biology applications such as strain optimization require the use
of induction. One example is to study biological parts or tools
aﬀecting recombinant protein expression in E. coli or yeast to
improve protein yields or understand patterns of gene
expression.11,44−47 Typically, induction follows a manual
procedure with constant monitoring of cell density and manual
addition of the inducer at a speciﬁc time point. Here, we
present the ﬁrst automated induction system using digital
microﬂuidics that is capable of culture, induction, and protein
analysis without these manual steps (Figure 3). We call this
system AIMS, after its function “automated induction microﬂuidics system”.
The primary function of the AIMS is to automate induction,
which requires initial cell culturing. As shown in Figure 1B, the
device was designed such that cell culture takes place in a 20 μL
droplet containing media and cells (with a starting OD of 0.1),
which we term “mother culture”. In initial experiments, the
mother culture was continuously mixed to ensure uniform
distribution of gases and nutrients and especially the cells
themselves.48,49 However, we observed biofouling after 2 h of
culturing which was not enough to reach the OD for induction.
It has been reported elsewhere50−52 that droplets can be
semicontinuously mixed which can reduce biofouling,41 with
droplet contents being mixed at rates up to 10−50× faster than
diﬀusion alone using an array-based format of electrode.50 As
shown in Figure 2, the mixing step comprised of sequence of
four movements that moved the mother culture in a horizontal
and vertical directions. There are possibilities of moving the
droplet in a more complex rearrangement (e.g., ﬁgure-eight)50
or resonating the droplet.53 However, these either require more
actuations or allowing the droplet to rest which may lead to
faster biofouling on the device.41 We initially tried faster
actuation times <700 ms but the droplet would not move to the
938
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the more sensitive the measurements will be at low absorbance
(due to Beer−Lambert law). Here, we tested three diﬀerent gap
heights and measured the limit of detection of the OD
measurements using AIMS. Initially, we tried small spacer
thicknesses <140 μm between top and bottom plates in the
devices since it is range of gap heights typically used for
biological assays on DMF devices.36,39 However, at these lower
gap heights, we could not achieve sensitive and reproducible
OD measurements. This led us to try larger heights (210, 280,
and 350 μm) to determine the limit of detection by measuring
the OD for droplets containing only media. As expected, a gap
height of 350 μm gave the lowest limit of detection, 0.029 OD
units (Figure 4C). However, a commonly observed problem at
these gap heights on our devices is the reliability of dispensing.
In fact, droplet dispensing for the media with cells and the
repetitive dispensing from a reservoir were nearly impossible.
We also tried increasing the voltage to improve droplet
movement and dispensing (as suggested by others58,59), but
this frequently led to electrolysis (i.e., dielectric breakdown) on
the device. Therefore, a 280 μm spacer was used for the work
reported here since it gave an appropriate limit of detection and
was reproducible in terms of droplet dispensing and movement.
To ensure induction at proper times, we compared the
growth rates of bacteria on the AIMS to those cultured by
conventional means. As described in the Materials and
Methods section, the culture conditions of both systems were
similar. As shown in Figure 4D, the growth of bacteria had a
similar trend in the exponential region of the curve but showed
signiﬁcant diﬀerences in doubling times with 36.80 ± 0.36 and
72.88 ± 2.30 min for conventional and AIMS cultures
respectively (two-tailed paired t test; P-value = 0.018). We
did observe diﬀerences in the stationary phase and speculate
that the variations in this phase between the micro- and
macroscale systems may be caused by a number of factors. The
most likely factor is the mixing eﬃciency since we are
semicontinuously mixing on the microﬂuidic device while
continuously mixing in the macroscale. Diﬀerences in mixing
can result in diﬀerences in dissolved gases and nutrients in the
culture which can make the bacteria cells enter the stationary
phase faster than expected. In addition, the shorter path lengths
in the microscale compared to the macroscale (280 μm vs 1
cm) can also give rise to variances in the OD measurements.
Although we observed diﬀerences in the stationary phase,
induction occurs in the early exponential phase (∼0.3−0.4 OD)
which is similar in both platforms.
Inducer Concentration Optimization: Monitoring
Gene Expression. A key advantage of the AIMS is the
potential of analyzing protein expression after induction directly
on the same device. To illustrate this point with the AIMS, we
tested our system with an IPTG inducible expression vector
carrying a red ﬂuorescent protein (RFP) gene downstream of a
T7 promoter. Bacterial cells were cultured until OD 0.4 and
induced using diﬀerent IPTG concentrations (generated onchip) to evaluate the optimal concentration for induction
(Figure 5A). As shown, the dose−response curve in both
macroscale and microﬂuidics devices followed a sigmoidal
proﬁle (i.e., Hill function) with highest protein production after
4 h at IPTG concentrations above 200 μM. At lower
concentrations of IPTG (typically <30 μM), protein production
was constant (i.e., basal levels), which is expected at these
concentrations. We do observe some diﬀerences in the shapes
of the curves, speciﬁcally in their steepness. This is not a
surprise given the signiﬁcant diﬀerences between both systems

activated electrode or slower actuation times but the droplet
would biofoul the surface preventing further droplet movement.
A balance is struck at 0.7 s (and every 45 s mixing frequency)
when droplets would move while preventing any biofouling.
Furthermore, the simple horizontal and vertical movement was
adequate for induction and analysis since it provided a
homogeneous distribution of the cells in the droplet.
Next, to facilitate absorbance measurements we tested a
variety of diﬀerent shaped electrodes for cell density analysis.
As shown in Figure 4A, we tested seven diﬀerent transparent
windows for measuring OD. There are two criteria that we used
to determine the optimal electrode: (1) droplets move reliably
onto the electrode, and (2) the range of OD measurements that
can be accurately measured (i.e., resolution). To test droplet
movement, a droplet from the mother culture was dispensed
and actuated to the transparent electrode. Most of the
evaluated electrodes (2−7) did not hinder droplet movement
as the droplets reliably moved over the window. However, for
electrode 1 (i.e., a window consisting of 1.125 mm), droplets
were either sluggish in their movement or did not move over
the window. This electrode was designed with a transparent
region that is 1/2 of the area of the square electrode, which is
not a favorable since electrodynamic forces that are required to
move the droplet are weaker when the electrode area is
reduced.54,55 Overall, most reliable movement on top of the
absorbance electrode was observed by extending the mother
culture onto the electrode rather than dispensing (Figure 2, OD
reading). Next, we tested the range of OD measurements that
can be observed with windows 2−7. We created dilutions of a
bacterial cultures with diﬀerent ODs (conﬁrmed by our Varian
Cary 50 Bio UV−vis spectrophotometer) and measured their
OD with the AIMS. As shown in Figure 4B, we plotted the
results of the veriﬁcation for multiple OD samples. We observe
the star-array window (electrode 7) did not give the expected
linear range of values, which was also observed with the central
(electrode 6) and the spaced (electrode 5) array. This is most
likely due to the central transparent window being too small for
reproducible measurements.51 However, using a middle square
electrode (electrodes 3 and 4) showed favorable results in
terms of linearity, resolution, and accuracy. Table 1 shows the
Table 1. Comparison of Criteria for Diﬀerent Transparent
Electrodes Used for Absorbance Measurements
number

description of transparent
window

droplet
movement?

slope

r2

1
2
3
4a
5
6
7

Large middle square
Corner square
Small middle square 1
Small middle square 2
Spaced array
Central array
Star array

NO
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NA
NA
1.016
0.998
1.1b
0.7b
NA

NA
NA
0.999
0.999
0.997b
0.999b
NA

a

The chosen absorbance window used for AIMS. bThese values were
obtained from the linear portion of the standard curves.

summary of our results and while the strategy of using a middle
electrode worked well in the current design, future possibilities
include integrating optical ﬁbers56 or waveguides57 to increase
the sensitivity of our measurements.
An advantage of using digital microﬂuidics for automated
induction is that we can easily adjust the vertical path length for
absorbance measurements. Ideally, the larger the path length,
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Since ﬂuorescence is used as a read-out for the protein
production, we used an optical plate reader for analysis since
our devices can be easily integrated with oﬄine detectors.51,63
Using these optical detectors, we can detect only the droplet
area and therefore there is no risk of other ﬂuorescent signals
interfering with the desired signals. In addition, this readout is
the last step of our process and therefore only required the
transfer of the device into the plate readeri.e., no additional
pipetting steps or ﬂuid handling steps are needed. As shown in
Figure 5B, the droplet can be selected by the well-plate software
and can clearly distinguish between the droplet and its
surrounding area and the diﬀerence between a low-ﬂuorescence
(no IPTG) and a highly ﬂuorescent droplet (200 μM IPTG).
This shows that our device is compatible with external
detectors and can be used as an alternative for end-point
ﬂuorescence detection. In the future, we propose to integrate
in-line ﬂuorescent detectors64 or variations of other types of
assays which require induction and use absorbance of
ﬂuorescence as a readout, e.g., genetic element screening65,66
and/or tuning gene expression.46,67
As depicted in Figure 5C, the method was carried out in a 5plex format, but in the future, we propose that it would be
possible to expand the AIMS to even higher levels of
multiplexing, particularly with the report of “hybrid” microﬂuidic techniques which can increase throughput and analysis
of 1000s of samples.39,68 In addition, the method reported here
enables 10 000-fold reduction in bacterial culture volumes
compared to bench-scale methods (15 μL in microscale vs 150
mL in batch scale) and at least 40-fold reduction in assay
volumes (5 μL on the device compared to 200 μL in a 96-well
plate). This system also enables an automated induction and
gene expression analysis without intervention. We propose that
the new methods described here may be particularly useful for
applications involving precious and costly reagents and for
induction assays that require multiple dilutions (see Table 2 for
comparisons in costs, pipetting steps, and hands-on time).
Expression Optimization: Screening Active BGL
Enzymes. Given the versatility of the AIMS, it is designed to
analyze protein expression of more complex biological systems.
There has been a surge of interest in discovering enzymes for
breaking down large sugar polymers (consisting of hexose and
pentose sugars) that can be fermented into biofuels as potential
substitutes for gasoline, diesel, and jet fuel.69−71 One group of
enzymes, β-glucosidases (BGL) have attracted considerable
attention in recent years due to their ability to hydrolyze
cellulose to produce glucose. Typically, BGL activity is ﬁrst
measured using artiﬁcial substrates such as 4-methylumbelliferyl
β-D-glucopyranoside (MUG). Hence, we used the AIMS to
investigate the catalytic activity of three BGLs based on the
artiﬁcial substrate MUG (see Figure 6A for chemical scheme).
To start, three reagent reservoirs were dedicated to the
dispensing of multiple reagents (substrate, lysis solution, and

Figure 5. Inducer concentration optimization. (A) Comparison of the
dose−response curves of IPTG using the AIMS and in macroscale
cultures. Error bars represent ±1 standard deviation across triplicates.
(B) RFP signal detected by ﬂuorescent scan over an induced and
noninduced droplet of culture. Fluorescence was measured with an
excitation wavelength of 582 nm and an emission wavelength of 612
nm (refer to methods for speciﬁc well-plate settings). (C) Picture
showing ﬁve regions on the device that contain droplets that were
induced with IPTG. An expanded inset shows a droplet in the assay
area with cells expressing RFP.

(in terms of volumes, E-ﬁeld actuation, optical detectors,
mixing eﬃciency of samples, etc.) However, this can be
improved by integrating “sensitivity tuners”60 or adding
multiple protein-binding domains61 or transcriptional cascade
systems62 into the cell that will adjust the eﬀective binding
cooperativity and improve cooperative binding of multiple
transcription factors to the same promoter for transcriptionally
regulated gene expression. Despite these diﬀerences, our system
is capable of automating induction and monitoring gene
expression, which can be extended to other types of induction
assays (see Expression Optimization section).

Table 2. Comparisons in Cost, Time, and Manual Intervention for the Macro- and Microscale
macroscale

AIMS

level of multiplexing

costsb

pipetting steps

hands-on time (min)

costsb

pipetting steps

hands-on time (min)

5
100a
1000a

$2.52/$8.02
$18.83/$24.33
$188.28/$248.78

32
621
6021

35
370
930

$0.01/$4.51
$0.24/$4.74
$2.45/$47.45

18
135
1215

18
50
235

a

Not performed in this studyestimated values (see Supporting Information). b(left) Costs for reagents; (right) costs for reagents and consumables
(e.g., plates and devices).
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Figure 6. Expression optimization (single and multipoint) assay to discover highly active BGL. (A) Chemical scheme showing the enzymatic
hydrolysis of 4-methylumbelliferyl β-D-glucopyranoside (MUG) to 4-methylumbelliferone (MUF) by a β-glucosidase (BGL). (B) Activity of three
diﬀerent BGLs in the presence of 2 mM MUG measured by ﬂuorescence intensity (λex = 369 nm and λem = 449 nm) over 60 min. (C) Comparison
of the rates of activity for the three enzymes relative to the lowest (BGL1). (D) Induction proﬁle of BGL3 over 6 h on the AIMS. For (B−D), error
bars represent ±1 standard deviation across triplicates.

surprise that these enzymes can maintain their function and
activity in a standard environment (i.e., at room temperature,
constant pH, etc.). Regardless, these results conﬁrm that the
AIMS is capable of automating induction and discovering
enzymes that are possible candidates for biomass hydrolysis.
We propose that the system described here may be useful in
testing a variety of enzymes to identify more candidates for
biofuel production and synthetic biology applications.
Future Work. We present the ﬁrst automated induction
microﬂuidics platform to monitor gene expression for synthetic
biology applications using digital microﬂuidics. The AIMS
enables (1) on-device OD reading, (2) in-line bacterial culture
and induction in droplet format, and (3) analysis of enzyme
expression and activity. We characterized our system by
optimizing the OD measurement and the growth conditions
for bacterial cell culture. The AIMS has a limit of detection of
0.035 OD units and was able to monitor bacterial growth at the
microscale with no manual intervention over 5 h. Additionally,
we tested the induction of a RFP gene in a pET expression
vector using diﬀerent IPTG concentrations to generate a dose−
response curve and compared it to the macroscale experiment
and found diﬀerences in their ultrasensitivity. Finally, we used
the AIMS to measure the activity of three BGL enzymes
directly on device after automated induction and optimized the
highest active enzyme with diﬀerent postinduction incubation
conditions to optimize end-point activity.
Indeed, the work presented is proof-of-principle and is to
enable users to adopt microﬂuidics (see github.com/
shihmicrolab/AIMS) as a platform for their synthetic biology
applications. As a ﬁrst step to improve this system is to increase
throughput expanding the repertoire of conditions to be tested.
Current digital microﬂuidic devices (such as the one presented
here) are usually designed with linear tracks of electrodes with
coplanar connectivity which reduces the density of electrodes
that can be placed on one device. There are methods in
literature that improve the throughput of digital microﬂuidics,
for example, hybrid microﬂuidics35,36,39 which integrates digital

stop solution) and 32 actuation electrodes to moving and
mixing reagents with the induced culture, and ﬁve assay regions
to measuring enzyme activity on device. After 4 h of induction
at 37 °C, the cells were lysed and mixed with droplets
containing the ﬂuorogenic substrate MUG. Here, ﬂuorescence
over time was used as a read-out for enzyme activity. For future
work, we propose that many other possible probes or proteins
relying on ﬂuorescence are compatible with the AIMS.
Fluorescence intensity for the enzymatic assay was measured
directly on the device using a benchtop scanning well-plate
reader and the enzyme activity curves are shown in Figure 6B.
As expected, there is an increase in the ﬂuorescence measured
over time for the three diﬀerent BGL enzymes while little or no
activity is observed in our negative control (i.e., an “empty”
plasmid that does not contain any BGL). Speciﬁcally, in the
single-point induction assay, the rate of activity measured by
ﬂuorescence was nearly identical for BGL1 and BGL2, but was
signiﬁcantly higher for BGL3. In fact, this rate is at least six
times higher for BGL3 compared to the other two BGLs
(Figure 6C). To further optimize the activity of BGL3, a
multipoint induction assay was performed to determine the
optimal postinduction incubation period for BGL3 expression
(i.e., prelysis). As shown in Figure 6D., the BGL3 showed
highest expression (at least three times higher) after 6 h of
induction and incubation compared to immediate induction
and lysis (0 h). This is expected as the eﬀect of postinduction
incubation period aﬀects the overall folding, accumulation and
productivity of recombinant proteins in E. coli and therefore
longer incubation times (>1 h) are more favorable.72 As for the
high activity of BGL3 (compared to the other tested BGLs) it is
not well understood, however, some groups have hypothesized
that higher salt concentrations (and at neutral pH 7.0) will
induce higher activity of enzymes and faster growth for
thermotolerant organisms like Rhodothermus marinus.38,73
Furthermore, these organisms typically live in harsh environments and are required to constantly maintain their high-level
thermostability and enzyme activity. Therefore, it is not a
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the paper and prepared the ﬁgures, and all authors reviewed the
ﬁnal version of the manuscript before submission.

with droplet-in-ﬂow microﬂuidics and has the potential of
generating 100s of droplets while having the control and
addressability of the droplets or printed circuit boards74,75 since
they enable vertical interconnects allowing more electrodes to
be placed on one device. However, each of these systems has its
advantages and disadvantages and the usage of these devices
will depend on the applications. In addition, future developments in the automation system such as integration of in-line
ﬂuorescence and absorbance detection will make this
technology an even more attractive solution for synthetic
biology applications.
As described we have used the AIMS to automate bacterial
cell culture and induction and optimizing conditions to
enhance protein activity. Other possibilities on using this
system (or a derivative thereof) may be useful for other
applications in synthetic biology. For example, one can design a
device for strain optimization to characterize the assortment of
expression constructs or to test a diverse library of expression
parts for their engineered strain.8−11,76 Similarly, given the need
to automate the synthetic biology workﬂow of design−build−
test−learn, we propose that this microﬂuidic method is a ﬁrst
step for improving gene-to-protein expression from plasmid
constructs that can be combined with other systems (e.g., DNA
assembly and transformation35,36,77) or in silico computer
design programs78−80 to potentially integrate with the AIMS to
fully automate the synthetic biology workﬂow. With the
possibility of these future additions, there is great potential
for the application of microﬂuidics to automate induction, to
analyze enzyme activity, and to be used for strain optimization.
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